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We exhibit a "pathological" minimal linear language and prove 
that its complement is not context free. This settles two open prob- 
lems posed by Chomsky. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A language is taken to be any set of strings in a finite alphabet. A
grammar is any device which enumerates a language. Chomsky (1959) 
initiated a classification of these formal languages into families. Each 
family is made up of all those languages which have grammars meeting 
certain criteria. Results concerning the Boolean properties of such 
families have been useful in other parts of the theory in addition to being 
of some intrinsic interest. 
In this note we answer a question of Chomsky's (1963) about the 
complements of languages belonging to two families: the family of linear 
languages and the family of minimal inear languages. The linear lan- 
guages properly contain the regular languages (those generable by 
finite automata) but are less general than the context-free languages. 
The minimal linear languages intersect the regular languages and are a 
proper subset of the linear languages. Structurally they are "almost 
regular" (i.e., they consist of regular languages and the simplest in- 
stances of nonregular languages). 
Chomsky's question is motivated by a partially successful attempt 
to simplify the proofs of several unsolvability results of Bar-Hillel, 
Perles, and Shamir (1961). Most of the unsolvability results in the 
theory follow by reduction to the Post correspondence problem (1946). 
Towards this end the minimal inear languages are a natural object for 
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study since the correspondence problem can be reformulated as a 
simple set-theoretic problem involving such languages (Schiitzenberger, 
1961). Indeed, Chomsky's simplifications, where they may be used, 
proceed by reduction to this simple form of the correspondence problem. 
Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir prove that there is no algorithm for de- 
termining whether the complement of a language generated by an ar- 
bitrary context-free grammar is empty, finite, regular, or context free. 
However, a proposed simple proof of this result hinges upon a positive 
answer to Chomsky's question: "Is the complement of a minimal linear 
language context free?". 
In Schfitzenberger and Chomsky (1962) it is proved that for a certain 
subfamily I of the minimal linear languages the complement is not only 
context free but is in fact linear. All available evidence s suggested that 
this result would not extend to the full family of linear languages. But 
since the regular languages are closed with respect o all Boolean opera- 
tions and since the minimal linear languages are "almost regular", 
it was hoped that at least the weak form of the result (i.e., that the 
complement is context free) would extend to the minimal linear lan- 
guages. 
Unfortunately, we are able to exhibit a minimal inear language (and 
therefore, as an aside, a linear language) whose complement is not con- 
text free. 
II. DEFINITIONS 
A context-free (CF) grammar is a finite set G of "rewriting rules" 
a --~ ~ where a is a single symbol and ~ is a finite nonnull string (se- 
quence) of symbols from a finite alphabet (vocabulary) V. 
V contains precisely the symbols appearing in these rules. 3 The non- 
terminal vocabulary VN consists of all symbols which appear on the 
left of a rule of G. The terminal vocabulary Vr = V - VN. We dis- 
tinguish an initial symbol S C VN. If W c V then W* is the set of all 
finite strings on W (including the null string). 
1 Namely, those minimal inear languages (as defined in Sectior~ II) for which 
the string to the right of the designated center symbol is uniquely determined by 
the string to its left. 
The linear languages are not closed under complementation. Moreover, there 
are linear languages whose intersection is not CF. These results are contained 
(implicitly) in Scheinberg (1960). 
3 Strictly speaking we should also require V to contain a boundary symbol. 
For simplicity we omit this symbol; there is no loss of generality. 
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I f  C = ala2 " "  a,, and ~ = ~lf~2 " ' "  ~m where a~, ~. E V then ¢~ = 
ala2 " "  anf~l~ "'" ~m, C ~ = C "'" C (k times), and [ C [ = n, the length 
of 4. 5 -- ana~_l " "  a l .  
Warning: Throughout he sequel we observe the following notational 
conventions when naming strings. 4
Small Greek letters denote members of V*. 
Small Latin letters denote members of Vr*. 
Capital Latin letters denote members of V~*. 
Early letters (of all alphabets) denote single symbols. 
Late letters (of all alphabets) denote strings of arbitrary length. 
A l=le is terminating if it is of the form A --+ z. A linear grammar is a 
CF grammar in which each nonterminating rule is of the form A ---> xBy. 
A minimal inear grammar is a linear grammar with a single nonterminal 
(namely S) and a single terminating rule S --~ c where c does not appear 
in any other rule. 
G induces a binary relation --* on V*: C -~ ¢ if there are strings a, 
~1, ~2, e such that C = ~1a~2, ~ = x1~2 and a --+ ~ is a rule of G. 
We say that ¢ dominates ¢J, and write C ~ ¢, if there are strings r0, 
r~, . - -  , r~ such that C = T0, ¢~ = r ,  and r~--* r~+l for i = 0, 1, . . .  , 
n - 1. r0 --~ ri --+ • • • r~_l --+ r~ is called a C-derivation for ~b. 
The (terminal) language L(G) generated by G is the set of all x 
such that S ~ x. The complement of L(G) is L(Gi  = Vr* -- L(G) .  
A language L is context free, linear, or minimal inear if there is (respec- 
tively) a CF, linear, or minimal inear grammar G such that L = L(G).  
A (finite) transducer T is essentially a nondeterministic finite au- 
tomaton equipped with an output tape on which symbols may be writ- 
ten. Both tapes move in only one direction. T maps an input string into 
an output string when the read head runs off the input tape. T(L )  is the 
set of all output strings arising from a set L of input strings. We omit 
the formal details. 
I I I .  REMARKS 
The regular languages are precisely those linear languages which have 
grammars whose nonterminating rules are either all of the form A -+ B x 
or all of the form A --~ xB ( Chomsky, 1959). 
I f  L is context free and R is regular then L gl R is context free (Bar- 
Hillel, Perles, and Shamir, 1961). 
There is one exception to this rule--the initial symbol S C V~. 
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If L is context free and T is a transducer then T(L )  is context free 
(Ginsburg and Rose, 1963; Bar-Hillel, Perles, and Shamir, 1961). 
IV. RESULTS 
THEOREM. There exists a (minimal) linear language whose comple- 
ment is not context free. 5 
PROOF. Let G be the following minimal linear grammar: 
S --~ aSa Va~ = IS}, VT = {a, b, c, d}, W -- {a, b} 
S ---* bSb 
S ~ dSa 
S ~ dSb 
S ~ dS 
S ---> c 
n2 n l  - Then L = L(G) = {z:z = d~+lxkd? k . . .  d x, d cy, 2iy2 "..  y~xky~+1 
for some k, xi E W*, Yi C W* and ni _-> I Y~'I }. We will prove that L 
is not CF. 
Consider the regular language L0 = {dpbdqcba~b:p, q, r >= 1}. 
L N Lo = {dpbdqcbarb:p, q r -> 1 and for some u, v E W* 
barb = ubv, p => [v [, and q _-> l u [} 
= {d~bdqebarb:p, q, r => 1 and (p => ] a~b ] or q >= I bar I )} 
= {d~bdqcbarb:p, q, r = 1 and (p => r + 1 or q >- r -t- 1)} 
HenceL  NLo = {dpbdqcba~b:r+ 1 > max (p, q) ; p, q _-> 1}. 
Obviously we can construct a transducer T: T(L  ~ Lo) = L'  = 
{aPbqar: r > max (p, q); p, q > 1}. 
Since the property of being context free is invariant under both 
transduetion and under intersection with a regular language, L is 
CF~L ' i s  CF. 
However, the following lemma shows that L' is not CF. Hence L is 
not CF. 
LEMM~. L' = {a~bqa~: r > max (p, q); p, q => 1} is not CF. 
PnOOF: Suppose that G' is a CF grammar for L'. Without loss of 
generality we may assume that for each A C VN, A ~ z for infinitely 
many z E Vr*. 
For if not, we can construct G" from G ~ by discarding all rules of the 
form A --* w and replacing each rule B --* ¢A~b (B ~ A) by the finite 
set of rules {B ---> 4z¢: A ~ z}. Clearly L(G ~) = L'. 
We are indebted to Dr. Seymour Ginsburg for pointing out an error in our 
first proof. 
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Notat ion :  1 o~ I denotes the length of ~ C V*. 
Choose m = nl .n2 + nl + 2 where n~ = max {] o~ r: A --* ~ is a rule of G} 
and where n2 = the number  of symbols in Vs .  
Let S - -~  XlAl~l ~ x lx~A2¢2¢ l  ~ • • • ~ x lx2  • • • x~A,¢ ,¢~_ l  • • • ¢1 
XlX~ . . .  X~,ZCM¢M--1 " ' "  ¢1 ~ " ' "  ----> arab ia  m+l be a f i xed  S-derivation for 
a~b"a  m+~ in which all substitutions are made as early as possible from 
the left. The nonterminal  rules S --~ X~Al¢~ , A1  ~ x2A2¢2 , • • • , A~_~ --~ 
x~AMcM,  are applied in succession until the first instance of a terminal  
rule, AM ~ Z. 
Let ¢~. ~ y~. (1 < j _< M)  in the  f i xed  derivation so that  
XlX2 " ' "  XMZCMCM-- 1 * ' "  ~)1 ~ XlX2 " ' "  ZMZyMyM--1 " ' "  Yl  = arab ia  "~+~. 
Suppose that  y ,y~_~ . . .  y~ = yba  m+~ for some y. Then 
x lx2  . . .  xMwyMy~- i  . . .  Yl  x ix2  . ' .  x~wyba m+I C L '  
for all w such that  A~ ~ w. But there are infinitely many such w and 
therefore arbitrar i ly large such w. Since m is fixed, for sufficiently large 
w we would have 
x lx~ . . .  x~wyba ~+1 ~ L',  a contradiction. 
Hence y~yM--1 " " " y~ ~ yba  m+l for any y or equivalently, x~x~ • • • x:~z = 
ambma m' for somem'  => 0, so that  I x~x~ . . .  x , z  I = 2m + m'  => 2m.  
The following inequalities are now immediate because of the choice of 
Tbl. 
I x lx2  " ' "  XM [ >= 2m - -  n l  s ince  [ z [ ----< nl 
2m > [x lx2  . . .  x~[  >= 2m - -  n l  for some N < M since I x~[ < nl 
(1 < i _< M) 
i.e., x lx2  . . .  xN  = arab '~ where m - nl _-< n < m. 
To facil itate the discussion the following definitions are introduced: 
DEFINITION: A pair of integers (k, l) is a cye le i f  (1) 1 --< lc -< l -- N 
and (2) Ak-1 = Az (where A0 = S). 
DEFINITION: An integer i be longs  to a cycle (k, l) if k -< i -< l. 
DEFINITION: An integer is cyc l i c  if it belongs to at least one cycle. 
DEFINITION: i ~ j if 3 a cycle (/c, l) such that  both i and j belong to 
(k, l). 
Obviously " -~"  is an equivalence relation which decomposes the set 
of all cyclic integers into disjoint subsets of integers which belong to 
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maximal cycles (kl, l i ) ,  (k2, l~), . . .  , (h, ,  1,). Hence 
while 
l l  52 ls 
i cyclic i~k  1 i~k2 i~ks  
l l  12 ls 
E ly~l = EIy~[ + Ely~l + ... + EIy~l. 
i cyclic i~k  1 i~k2 i~ks  
Because of the choice of n2, among any set of n2 + 1 distinct integers 
1 -<_ i0 ~ il ~ . . .  ~ in: _-_ N there must be at least two, say i  < j ,  
such that A~ = A~.. Therefore j is cyclic so that no more than n2 of the 
integers are not cyclic. 
Now we assert that 
E Ix~l> E ly~l. 
i cyclic i cyclic 
Clearly 
N N 
i cyclic i~ l  i not i~ l  i not 
cyclic cyclic 
hr 
>= ~ l x~ l - -  n l .n2  = m -~ n - -  n l .n~ >= m -~ (m - -  n l )  - -  n l .n2  
i=1 
N 
-= 2m --  n~ - -  n~.n2 = m --~ 2 > m --F 1 :> ~_, l y~l >= ~ [ y i  [ 
i~ l  i cyclic 
and therefore 
E Ixi1> E ]yil 
i cyclic i cyclic 
as asserted. 
In terms of the identities stated above this means 
i=k 1 i=k2 
ls 11 12 ls 
+ EIx~I > Ely~l + Ely~I + -.. + E ly~l  
and implies that for at least one maximal cycle, say (k ~, l' ), we must have 
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EIx l > Ety ,  l. 
i~k  r i=k'  
We know that  x lx2 . . .  xMzy~ . .•  y2y l  = ambma "~+~ C L '  and 
• = arab ~ x lx2  • • xN where N < M and m n~ < n < m. I t  follows that  
Z t XlX2 " ' "  xNbz 'ZyM " ' "  y2y l  = a%ma "~+~ C L '  for some E Vr*. 
But  then z lxk ,x~,+l  . . .  xz, z2bz3yz . . . .  yk,+ly~,z4 C L t where z~ = 
I 
XlX2 " ' "  Xk'- - l ,  Z2 ~ Xl '+ lX l '+2 " ' "  XN ~ Z3 ~ Z zyMyM--I " ' "  y l '+ l ,  and  
z4 = yk , -1  " ' "  y2y l .  
Since (k', l ') is a cycle, Ak,-1 = Az, and since A~,_ I  ~ x~,xk,+l  . . .  
xz ,A l ,yz  . . . .  yk'+~yk' it follows (manifestly) that  Az ,  ~ xk,x~,+~ . . .  
x~,A~,y~ . . . .  y~,+lyk , .  Therefore AI~,-1 ~ (Xk,Xk,+l " ' "  x~, )KAz , (yz ,  " ' "  
yk,+lyk,  )K  for arbitrari ly large K. 
Hence by altering the original fixed S-derivation for a'~b'~a "~+~ along 
the above lines we can generate 
K K L '  Zl(Xk'Xk'-]- i  ' ' •  X l ' )  z2bz3(y~, • • • yk ,+ lyk , )  Z~ C for all K. 
But for sufficiently large K we must have 
• I I [Xk 'Xk '+ l  "" Xl '  > (I Z3 I -~- l Y I . . . .  y/~'+ly/~' -~- ]Z4 [ ) '2  
since z3 and z4 are fixed strings and 
l' l' 
i=~' i=k' 
Or, equivalently, aPbqd C L' and p ~- q > 2r, ~ contradiction which 
suffices to prove the lemma. 
RECEIVED: October 8, 1963. 
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